
 Jonas Hiller    2-12-82  6-2, 190    
 Viktor Fasth    8-08-82  6-0, 198
 Jeff Deslauriers    5-14-84  6-4, 200
 Frederik Andersen   10-02-89  6-4, 245
 Igor Bobkov    1-02-91  6-4, 192 
 Marco Cousineau   11-09-89  6-0, 195 
 John Gibson         7-14-93  6-3, 205 

 Tuukka Rask    3-10-87 6-2, 165 
   Anton Khudobin   5-07-86 5-11, 203
 Niklas Svedberg   9-04-89 6-2, 176
 Michael Hutchinson   3-02-90 6-3, 185
 Malcolm Subban   12-21-93       6-1, 187
 Zane Gothberg   8-20-92 6-1, 180
 Lars Volden    7-26-92 6-2, 189
 Adam Morrison   2-09-91 6-3, 194
 Tim Thomas    4-15-74 5-11, 180

CHARTS

 Miikka Kiprusoff   10-26-76 6-2, 187
 Leland Irving    4-11-88 6-0, 177
 Karri Ramo    7-01-86 6-2, 192 
 Joni Ortio    4-16-91 6-1, 183
 Laurent Brossoit   3-23-93 6-3, 202 
 Jon Gillies    1-22-94         6-5, 215
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No news is good news when it comes to Hiller’s readiness for the season. 
The vertigo issues are way behind him, so I expect him to carry a heavy 
workload and play 35 games. Fasth played in Sweden during the lockout, so 
while that helps him a little bit, he still has to go through the transition to the 
smaller ice. Because of that, I’d slightly downgrade his value this season. 
Deslauriers is caught in limbo since he’ll get paid an NHL salary to potentially 
play in the AHL. Andersen missed a few days in late-December, but he’s 
back in the lineup. Gibson was the MVP of the entire 2013 World Juniors. 
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ANAHEIM DUCKS COACH: Pete Peeters

BOSTON BRUINS COACH: Bob Essensa

Bob McKenzie reported that Thomas wasn’t interested in fulfilling his contract 
with Boston or any other team, so the starting gig is finally Rask’s. He had a 
very successful stint overseas, so he’s one of my top fantasy goalies to own. 
Khudobin struggled in the KHL, but I think he has the maturity and skills to 
re-acclimate quickly. I expect to see a 32-16 split in Boston. Svedberg has 
been one of the top AHL rookies this season, posting a .921 SV% in his first 
21 games. Hutchinson has just a .895 SV% in 13 games. Subban will have 
to be mentally tough to brush aside the negative press from Canada’s media 
and fans after struggling in the medal round of the 2013 WJC’s. Gothberg is 
doing well as a freshman at UND, and I feel like he clearly has the highest 
long-term ceiling between the bottom three goalies in Boston’s depth chart.

BUFFALO SABRES COACHES: Jim Corsi, Bob Janosz

Miller is never at a loss for words when it comes to speaking his mind to the 
media, but I think compared to last season, we’ll see a much more focused, 
consistent, and statistically solid performer in a shortened season. He’ll be 
a workhorse for sure, so expect 36-38 starts. Enroth has to produce some 
wins if he wants to stay on the radar of NHL teams. Leggio has been a solid 
workhorse in the AHL so far this season, while Knapp is learning the ropes of 
being a pro goalie. Makarov was very impressive in the 2013 World Juniors 
for Russia, and now has the label of being a true hidden gem for the club.

 Ryan Miller     7-17-80 6-2, 175
 Jhonas Enroth    6-25-88 5-10, 166
 David Leggio    7-31-84 5-11, 179
 Connor Knapp    5-01-90 6-5, 215
 Nathan Lieuwen   8-08-91 6-5, 181
 Andrey Makarov   4-20-93 6-1, 193
 Linus Ullmark    7-31-93         6-3, 198
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CALGARY FLAMES COACHES: Clint Malarchuk, Jordan Sigalet

The Flames finally took care of their backup conundrum by trading Karlsson 
to Chicago for a seventh-round draft pick. The move gives them a contract 
to dish out, but it’s unclear if they’ll sign Taylor or Brust. So for now, Irving is 
the backup to Kiprusoff. Irving has hardly played in the AHL, posting a 2-2-1 
record with just a .884 SV%. I think Kiprusoff is likely to play 40 games this 
season. Ramo won’t come over until next season, but the more time passes, 
the more likely he is to step in and make a significant splash in Calgary.
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            Jonathan Quick   1-21-86 6-1, 200
            Jonathan Bernier   8-07-88 6-0, 185 
            Martin Jones    1-10-90 6-4, 185 
            J-F Berube    7-13-91 6-1, 170 
            Christopher Gibson   12-27-92 6-1, 198 

 Cam Ward    2-29-84 6-1, 185 
 Dan Ellis    6-19-80 6-1, 190
 Justin Peters    8-30-86 6-1, 205 
  John Muse    8-01-88 5-11, 175
 Mike Murphy    1-15-89 5-11, 161 
 Daniel Altshuller   7-24-94         6-2, 175
 Matt Mahalak    1-22-93 6-3, 180
 Collin Olson    4-04-94 6-3, 196

CAROLINA HURRICANES COACH: Greg Stefan 

Carolina solved their backup dilemma by trading Brian Boucher to the Flyers 
and then promptly signing Dan Ellis to a pro-rated contract for the rest of 
the season. He certainly earned the role, as his play in Charlotte was very 
strong for most of the first half of the season. Peters is playing some of the 
best hockey of his career as of late, going 5-4-1 in his last 10 games, but 
only allowing 19 goals on 241 shots, a .921 SV%. I’m unclear of Murphy’s 
future, as he was released from his KHL deal, but is still Carolina’s property. 
So while this three-way duel could potentially include Murphy as well, the 
edge is clearly on Peters’ side. 

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS COACHES: Stephane Waite, Andrew Allen

Heading into an abbreviated training camp, I struggle to find a team that 
has a more questionable trifecta than Chicago. I consider Crawford a very 
average talent for a workhorse starter, so I’m apprehensive about his ability 
to play at a high level in a condensed season. But he does work his tail off, 
and likely starts 32-34 games. There will be many questions surrounding 
Emery’s effectiveness as well, as his health and durability will be under the 
microscope. I don’t think Hutton has any upside beyond a sparsely used 
backup, and Alec Richards has no NHL upside at all. So if anyone needs 
to trade for a steady and solid starter like Luongo, it would be Chicago. 
Simpson hasn’t stood out in the ECHL so far, while Carruth is not surprisingly 
tearing up the WHL. Mattsson is now playing in the USHL with Tri-City. Hawks 
acquired Karlsson from Calgary on 1/21 for a seventh-round draft pick. 

COLORADO AVALANCHE CONSULTANT: Kirk McLean

With Varlamov having a spectacular stint in the KHL, he should be one of the 
better goalies to own in a fantasy league. He did suffer a minor knee injury, 
but has been back in action for the past few weeks, so I expect a 36-12 split 
here. Giguere had been doing some casual goalie-specific work with Corey 
Wogtech in Denver. Aittokallio was very leaky in December, which allowed 
Pickard to string together some real nice games heading into 2013. I like 
Patterson over Millan so far in the CHL, a league below both their levels. 

 Semyon Varlamov   4-27-88 6-2, 209 
 J-S Giguere      5-16-77 6-1, 202         
   Sami Aittokallio   8-06-92 6-1, 172
 Calvin Pickard      4-15-92 6-1, 195 
   Kent Patterson   9-15-89 6-1, 195 
            Kieran Millan      8-31-89 6-0, 190 

 Corey Crawford   12-31-84 6-2, 190             
 Ray Emery    9-28-82       6-2, 196 
   Henrik Karlsson   11-27-83 6-6, 216
 Carter Hutton    12-19-85 6-1, 210 
   Alec Richards    6-29-87 6-4, 210 
     Kent Simpson    3-26-92 6-3, 200 
   Mac Carruth    3-25-92 6-3, 182 
   Johan Mattsson   4-25-92 6-4, 192
 Brandon Whitney   5-11-94 6-5, 192
 Matt Tomkins    6-19-94 6-2, 174

COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS COACHES: Ian Clark, Mike Buckley

I think most scouts and analysts carry the same thoughts regarding Bobrovsky 
and Mason. Because Sergei played so well in the KHL and has a fiery work 
ethic, he’s projected to play more games than Mason. But don’t look past the 
fact that Mason really matured over the summer, and with his back against 
the wall, we might see a more focused effort from him. I project a 28-20 split 
in Bobrovsky’s favor. McElhinney has been tearing up the AHL and makes a 
solid #3. York is back in the AHL where he belongs. Forsberg is playing really 
well in the Allsvenskan (on loan) as of late. Dansk did not play for Sweden in 
the WJC’s, and Korpisalo under-performed for Finland.

 Sergei Bobrovsky   9-20-88 6-1, 174
 Steve Mason      5-29-88 6-4, 212 
 Curtis McElhinney   5-23-83 6-2, 197 
   Allen York    6-17-89 6-4, 185 
   Anton Forsberg   11-27-92 6-2, 176
   Oscar Dansk    2-28-94 6-2, 187
 Joonas Korpisalo   4-28-94 6-2, 168
 Martin Ouellette   12-30-91 6-1, 160

   Kari Lehtonen      11-16-83 6-4, 200          
 Richard Bachman   7-25-87       5-11, 175 
            Cristopher Nilstorp   2-16-84 6-3, 192
 Jack Campbell   1-09-92 6-1, 171
 Tyler Beskorowany   4-28-90 6-5, 204
 Maxime Lagace   1-12-93 6-1, 176 
   Henri Kiviahlo    2-26-94 6-3, 183

DALLAS STARS COACH: Mike Valley

Neither Lehtonen nor Bachman played anywhere during the lockout, but 
I know they both stayed sharp. Bachman was in Colorado for most of the 
lockout. I see this split being somewhere around 32-16, as they’ll want to 
make sure Lehtonen isn’t overworked. Nilstorp has gone 9-4-0 since 12/2 
and posted a 2.00 GAA and .925 SV% in December. Campbell is slowly 
transitioning to the AHL, while also adjusting the way he wears his gear with 
new knee pads and a throat collar. Beskorowany has been playing second-
fiddle to Josh Robinson, who is on an AHL/ECHL deal with TX this season.

DETROIT RED WINGS COACHES: Jim Bedard, Chris Osgood

With the loss of Nick Lidstrom and now Tomas Holmstrom due to retirement, 
both Jimmy Howard and Jonas Gustavsson will be put to the test. For 
Gustavsson, however, a lack of defensive support in a pressure-filled market 
is nothing new. For Howard, the adjustment could be much more severe. 
Combine that dynamic with a condensed schedule, and Gustavsson becomes 
a very nice sleeper pick. The split? I’d give a slight edge to Howard at 28-20. 
Mrazek is suddenly the team’s new #3, as he has gone a remarkable 12-3-1 
in his first 16 AHL games, posting a 2.10 GAA and .921 SV%.

 Jimmy Howard   3-26-84 6-1, 208         
   Jonas Gustavsson   10-24-84 6-3, 192
 Petr Mrazek    2-14-92 6-1, 184
 Tom McCollum   12-07-89 6-2, 208
 Joey MacDonald   2-07-80 6-0, 197 
    Jordan Pearce    10-10-86 6-1, 201 
   Jake Paterson    5-03-94 6-2, 183

EDMONTON OILERS COACH: Frederic Chabot

All eyes will be on Dubnyk in Edmonton to lead a young and talented team to 
the playoffs. Since he had a strong performance for Canada in the Spengler 
Cup, there are no excuses. At his size, with his salary, and with his pedigree 
as a former first-rounder, he has to perform as a consistent workhorse. If not, 
the pressure falls on the veteran Khabibulin, and he may not even be ready 
by the time camps open. The split? I say 30-18 here, but I am cautiously 
optimistic about DD’s fantasy value. Danis is a solid #3 and has decent odds 
to play a few games. Roy was 5-4-0 with a .911 SV% in his first 11 games.      

 Devan Dubnyk   5-04-86 6-5, 194
 Nikolai Khabibulin   1-13-73 6-1, 208          
            Yann Danis    6-21-81 6-0, 187 
       Olivier Roy    7-12-91 6-0, 165 
          Tyler Bunz    2-11-92 6-1, 196 
     Samu Perhonen   3-07-93 6-3, 174 
     Frans Tuohimaa   8-19-91 6-2, 179 

FLORIDA PANTHERS COACH: Robb Tallas

Since Theodore and Clemmensen are both in their mid-30’s and at the tail 
end of their careers, I think Florida enters the season under the premise 
that they’ll try to platoon the tandem and split their workload right down the 
middle. I still think Theodore has the reflexes and vision needed to succeed, 
and he still has a bit of that “gamer” trait in him, so I give him the edge at 
26-22. Markstrom struggled early in the AHL season, but has been so much 
better in December and January, and more importantly, he’s stayed healthy. 
As of 1/10, he has won three in a row and stopped 148 of his last 154 shots. 
Oh, and don’t forget that DGM is on a two-way deal this season as well. 

       Jose Theodore   9-13-76 5-11, 185 
       Scott Clemmensen   7-23-77 6-3, 205 
       Jacob Markstrom   1-31-90 6-3, 178 
      Dov Grumet-Morris   2-28-82 6-2, 198
 Michael Houser   9-13-92 6-2, 192
 Brian Foster    2-04-87 6-1, 155 
       Sam Brittain    5-10-92 6-3, 215 
       Sergei Gayduchenko   6-06-89 6-5, 227

LOS ANGELES KINGS COACHES: Bill Ranford, Kim Dillabaugh

Quick was medically cleared and back on the ice on 1/8, so that’s wonderful 
news for sure But there’s absolutely no way LA rushes him back or over-
works him, which means Bernier might play a little more early in the season. 
The workload split? Without knowing how Quick comes out of the gate, I 
still give him 34 starts. Jones has been a disappointment this season, going 
0-5-1 in December with a .885 SV%, and 8-13-2 with a .912 SV% overall. 

  Niklas Backstrom   2-13-78 6-1, 189           
     Josh Harding    6-18-84 6-1, 197 
     Matt Hackett    3-07-90 6-2, 179 
      Darcy Kuemper   5-05-90 6-4, 195 
     Johan Gustafsson   2-28-92 6-2, 203 
 Dennis Endras   7-14-85 6-0, 167 
     Steve Michalek   8-06-93 6-2, 183

MINNESOTA WILD COACH: Bob Mason

Even though many people will be concerned about the health and well-being 
of Backstrom and Harding, I personally feel strongly that Backstrom will be 
durable, and Harding, while likely to experience a few minor setbacks, will 
persevere as a solid backup. The split will be heavily in favor of Backstrom, 
as I project him getting around 35 starts. Hackett is an ace in the hole, as he 
has played very well since December. I suspect he’ll play in anywhere from 
3-5 games. Kuemper hasn’t played often, but there’s no rush to develop him. 
Gustafsson has been a stud in the SEL, and might come over next year.

MONTREAL CANADIENS COACHES: Pierre Groulx, Vincent Riendeau

Regardless of what the team looks like in front of him, I have really high 
expectations for Price this season. He’s a bit older, a bit more mature, a 
bit more structured in his off-ice life, and that bodes well for his focus and 
consistency. I suspect he’ll start 38-to-40 games. Budaj trained a little bit with  
Wogtech in Denver and is likely headed to the KHL next season. Desjardins 
didn’t start the season healthy and as of 1/9, has lost eight games in a row. 

 Carey Price    8-16-87 6-3, 219
      Peter Budaj    9-18-82 6-1, 200 
      Cedrick Desjardins   9-30-85 6-0, 192
      Robert Mayer    10-09-89 6-1, 190 
      Peter Delmas    2-16-90 6-2, 190

 Martin Brodeur   5-6-72 6-2, 215    
     Johan Hedberg   5-3-73 5-11, 180    
     Keith Kinkaid    7-04-89 6-3, 190 
     Jeff Frazee    5-13-87 6-0, 184 
     Maxime Clermont   12-31-91 6-1, 193 
     Scott Wedgewood   8-14-92 6-1, 192 

NASHVILLE PREDATORS COACHES: Mitch Korn, Ben Vanderklok

Despite Rinne’s struggles in the KHL, I don’t think it has any impact on his 
ability to prepare for the NHL season. He’ll carry the workload in Nashville 
and start 38-40 games. Mason is a perfect backup for this team and brings 
familiarity, work ethic, and a great attitude to the locker room. Smith has 
been outstanding in Milwaukee lately, going 7-2-1 in his last 11 games and 
allowing just 22 goals. Hellberg won his first four AHL games, but has lost his 
last four games. Pickard has regained some confidence in Sweden, but I’m 
not sure if that will translate to a new contract with Nashville next season.

 Pekka Rinne    11-03-82 6-5, 207          
     Chris Mason    4-20-76 6-0, 204 
      Jeremy Smith    4-13-89 6-1, 171 
     Magnus Hellberg   4-04-91 6-5, 183 
       Chet Pickard    11-29-89 6-3, 214 
     Atte Engren    2-19-88 6-1, 185
 Marek Mazanec   7-18-91 6-2, 185

NEW JERSEY DEVILS COACHES: Chris Terreri, Jacques Caron

I have very low expectations for Brodeur coming out of the lockout. That 
being said, I almost want to project the workload to be in favor of Hedberg. 
But I think we’ll see an urgent “Vintage Marty” and that will earn him 28 starts. 
The Moose, who I think posts better stats, get around 20. Kinkaid continues 
to prove he’s the true #3 for the Devils, while Frazee is playing better but not 
playing as often in Albany. Wedgewood is getting a chance to play a lot in 
Trenton, going 10-10-2 with a 3.08 GAA and .900 SV% (as of 1/10). 

   Evgeni Nabokov   7-15-75 6-0, 205         
     Rick DiPietro    9-19-81 6-1, 210  
      Kevin Poulin    4-12-90 6-2, 210 
     Anders Nilsson   3-19-90 6-5, 220 
     Mikko Koskinen   7-18-88 6-5, 187 
     Cody Rosen    9-27-90 5-11, 180    

NEW YORK ISLANDERS COACHES: Mike Dunham, Steve Valiquette

Nabokov is the type of wily and skilled veteran that could hit the ground 
running. I’ve always been a big fan of his economical style. Don’t expect 
DiPietro to be in the lineup come opening night, which means you’ll either 
see Poulin or Nilsson step into the backup role. Don’t forget that Kenny Reiter 
is signed to an AHL/ECHL deal, so he would fill the other spot in Bridgeport 
without forcing the Isles to sign someone or bring Koskinen over. So right 
now, this team is all Nabokov’s, thus I expect him to earn 36-38 starts. 

   Henrik Lundqvist   3-02-82 6-1, 195           
     Martin Biron    8-15-77 6-3, 180 
            Cameron Talbot   6-05-87 6-3, 185 
     Jason Missiaen   4-25-90 6-8, 200 
     Scott Stajcer    6-14-91 6-2, 195

NEW YORK RANGERS COACH: Benoit Allaire

Lundqvist should have no problem getting into a groove by the time the 
season starts. The King will also have no problem carrying the workload, 
so expect 38 starts for him as well. I don’t harvest much value for Biron, but 
it will be his influence in practices and in the locker room that makes him a 
perfect backup. Talbot has already played in 27 games this season, going 
12-15-0 with a 2.61 GAA. Missiaen has a 4.24 GAA in eight games played. 

 Craig Anderson   5-21-81 6-2, 180 
     Ben Bishop    11-21-86 6-7, 205
     Robin Lehner    7-24-91 6-3, 220 
      Nathan Lawson   9-29-83 6-2, 200
 Chris Driedger    5-18-94 6-2, 190
 Francois Brassard   1-31-94 6-1, 160

OTTAWA SENATORS COACH: Rick Wamsley

Ottawa has one of the most interesting situations heading into training camp. 
Anderson deserves to be the rightful starter, but Lehner has been playing 
lights out in the AHL, so he’ll have a chance to threaten the throne. In the 
middle you have Bishop, who has also played well in the AHL as of late. 
I think Anderson is guaranteed to play at least 25 games, but Bishop and 
Lehner could end up splitting the remaining 23. Lehner is the ace in the hole, 
so respect his potential to go from the #3 guy to the starter at any moment.

 Ilya Bryzgalov    6-22-80 6-3, 210 
     Michael Leighton   5-19-81 6-3, 192 
     Brian Boucher    1-02-77 6-2, 200
 Cal Heeter    11-02-88 6-4, 175
 Niko Hovinen    3-16-88 6-7, 200  
     Jakub Kovar    7-19-88 6-0, 201 
            Anthony Stolarz   1-20-94 6-5, 201

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS COACH: Jeff Reese

Like Calgary, the Flyers’ legit #3 (Munroe) isn’t even signed to an NHL deal. 
That means they have to put all their faith in the tandem of Bryzgalov and 
Leighton. I don’t know what we’ll see from Bryzgalov because I think he is 
still going to get distracted by the media and fans in a condensed season. 
We’ll see some good stretches and some bad stretches, with the bad play 
likely to come in January and February, then he’ll get stronger as the season 
progresses. Expect him to play around 34 games, with Leighton playing 14. 
The Flyers brought back Boosh for a 3rd time to boost their depth on 1/14.

 Mike Smith    3-22-82 6-4, 219           
     Jason LaBarbera   1-18-80 6-3, 230  
     Chad Johnson    6-10-86 6-2, 175 
     Mark Visentin    8-07-92 6-2, 187 
     Mike Lee    10-05-90 6-0, 190
 Louis Domingue   3-06-92 6-3, 180 
      Marek Langhamer   7-22-94 6-1, 181

PHOENIX COYOTES COACHES: Sean Burke, Mike Minard

Smith plays the type of economical style that shouldn’t call for any major 
adjustments over the next few weeks, especially with the support he’ll 
get from an insulated defensive system. I suspect LaBarbera will be a bit 
rusty since he didn’t play during the lockout, so expect Smith to play 36-38 
games in Phoenix. Johnson has been up and down in Portland, but makes 
a serviceable #3 if someone gets hurt. Visentin has been on a tear since 
12/15, winning five straight games and allowing just five goals on 159 shots. 
Lee sits third in ECHL SV% at .922 and Domingue is 11-3-0 (as of 1/10).

 Marc-Andre Fleury   11-28-84 6-2, 180         
     Tomas Vokoun   7-02-76 6-0, 195
 Jeff Zatkoff    6-09-87 6-3, 170 
      Brad Thiessen    3-19-86 6-0, 180 
     Patrick Killeen    4-15-90 6-4, 204 
     Alex Pechurski   6-05-90 6-0, 187
 Matthew Murray   5-25-94 6-3, 159
 Sean Maguire    2-02-93 6-2, 201

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS COACHES: Gilles Meloche, Mike Bales

I don’t think Fleury will struggle when the season begins, but I don’t think 
he’ll have a seamless transition like I expect from guys like Ward, Varlamov, 
Rask, and others. He’ll still play close to 32 games, however. I like Vokoun 
in a backup role. Even though it might be tough for him to get comfortable 
facing even less shots than he saw on average with the Caps, he has the 
experience needed  to thrive. Zatkoff was the AHL Goalie of the Month in 
November but went just 2-5 with a 3.13 GAA and .871 SV% in December. 
Thiessen is just 4-7-1 with a 3.03 GAA (as of 1/10). I had a chance to evaluate 
Maguire on CBS Sports Net and wasn’t overly impressed with his game. 

 Antti Niemi    8-29-83 6-2, 210 
     Thomas Greiss   1-29-86 6-1, 210 
     Alex Stalock    7-28-87 5-11, 180 
     Harri Sateri    12-29-89  6-1, 190 
   Thomas Heemskerk   4-11-90 6-0, 182 
     J.P. Anderson    4-27-92 5-11, 190

SAN JOSE SHARKS COACH: Wayne Thomas, Corey Schwab

Although I consider Niemi a “gamer” that could come up big in this shortened 
season, I also consider him to be a slow starter. He posted a 3.11 GAA and 
.905 SV% in 11 games with Lahti during the lockout. I think Greiss has the 
potential to be a starter in a few more years, and I could see him starting 
close to 20 games this season, with very nice numbers. Stalock and Sateri 
are a solid tandem in Worcester and both have played very well in the past 
5-6 weeks. Sateri went 5-2-0 in December with a 2.11 GAA and .938 SV%. 

 Jaroslav Halak   5-13-85 5-11, 179
 Brian Elliott    4-09-85 6-2, 198 
      Jake Allen    8-07-90 6-2, 190 
     Mike McKenna   4-11-83 6-2, 195
 Paul Karpowich   10-25-88 6-0, 160
 Jordan Binnington   7-11-93 6-2, 171 
     Niklas Lundstrom   1-10-93 6-2, 179
 Francois Tremblay   8-29-94 6-2, 200

ST. LOUIS BLUES COACH: Corey Hirsch

As long as Hitchcock is the bench boss in St. Louis, the fantasy value of 
Halak and Elliott remains high. And while the Blues might want to see Halak 
become a full-fledged elite starter, in a condensed schedule, they almost 
have to give Elliott enough starts to keep both primed. That being said, I 
wouldn’t be surprised if this workload was closer to a split than we expect. 
I’ll say Halak gets 28 and Elliott gets 20. Both will be solid goalies to own, 
meaning you’ll be well-advised to own the tandem. Allen is dealing with glove 
hand issues right now, which may be affecting his confidence. McKenna 
has stepped up nicely since November and could be the goalie recalled if 
needed. I also discovered that Reto Berra is no longer Blues property.    

      Anders Lindback   5-03-88 6-6, 198
 Mathieu Garon   1-09-78 6-2, 207
 Dustin Tokarski   9-16-89 5-11, 190 
     Riku Helenius    3-03-88 6-3, 198
 Jaroslav Janus   9-21-89 5-11, 190 
     Pat Nagle    9-21-87 6-2, 169 
     Adam Wilcox    11-26-92 6-2, 172
 Andrei Vasilevski   7-25-94 6-3, 210

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING COACH: Frantz Jean

Lindback finished his stint in Finland on a hot streak, so he enters training 
camp with a lot of confidence. I’m cautiously optimistic about his value this 
season, as I still think he’ll need time to get comfortable in his new role. I also 
have to consider the durability factor, as a potential 30-34 game workload 
in TB presents a way different dynamic compared to playing behind Rinne. 
Garon should be fine in a backup role. Tokarski makes a solid #3 but I don’t 
think he’ll see any time in the NHL  this year. I want to see more from Helenius, 
but he still has a few months to catch fire. Janus has been playing great in 
the KHL, and Wilcox is by far the best freshman goalie in the NCAA.

 James Reimer    3-15-88 6-3, 208
 Ben Scrivens    9-11-86 6-2, 180
 Jussi Rynnas    5-22-87 6-3, 205
 Mark Owuya    7-18-89 6-2, 198  
     Garret Sparks    6-28-93 6-2, 204 

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS COACHES: Rick St. Croix, Jean-Ian Filiatrault

Where there’s smoke, there’s usually fire. That means you shouldn’t be 
surprised if Luongo gets traded to Toronto, especially now that Burke is out 
and Nonis is in as GM. If any team needs a legit starter in a pressure-filled 
market, it’s the Leafs. But for now, Carlyle is opening the door for Jussi 
Rynnas to battle Reimer and Scrivens for a spot on the team. That’s a great 
move in my opinion, for Rynnas has vastly improved since back in May.

 Roberto Luongo   4-04-79 6-3, 205 
     Cory Schneider   3-18-86 6-2, 195 
            Eddie Lack      1-05-88 6-5, 213 
      Joe Cannata      1-02-90 6-1, 200 
     David Honzik    8-09-93 6-3, 206

VANCOUVER CANUCKS COACHES: Rolie Melanson, Dan Cloutier

With Luongo rumors swirling like crazy, keep in mind that Eddie Lack has 
been injured since late-November, and that puts some pressure on the 
Canucks to bring another goalie back in whatever trade they plan to execute. 
Schneider is clearly ready for the starting gig, but he might need a week or 
so to shake off some “bad habits” he was starting to develop in Switzerland. 
Also remember Matt Climie is in Chicago, but not signed to an NHL deal.

 Braden Holtby    9-16-89 6-2, 203
 Michal Neuvirth   3-23-88 6-1, 200 
      Dany Sabourin   9-02-80 6-3, 201 
          Philipp Grubauer   11-25-91 6-0, 180 
     Sergei Kostenko   9-17-92 5-11, 187
 Brandon Anderson   7-13-92 6-0, 163 
     Steffen Soberg   8-06-93 5-11, 165

WASHINGTON CAPITALS COACHES: Dave Prior, Olaf Kolzig

Holtby enters training camp at the perfect time. He was named the AHL 
Goalie of the Month for December, going 5-4-1 with a 1.69 GAA and .943 
SV%. His last three wins were shutouts, and with 25 games already under 
his belt, he could play up to another 30. But even though Neuvirth didn’t play 
very well in the Czech Republic during the lockout, he could start up to 20 
games. Sabourin and Grubauer will handle the job in Hershey, and don’t be 
surprised if Grubauer plays more and posts very solid stats. Kostenko has 
gone through very tough circumstances and won his pro and ECHL debut.  

 Ondrej Pavelec   8-31-87 6-3, 220 
     Al Montoya    2-13-85 6-2, 195
 Mark Dekanich   5-10-86 6-2, 191
 Ed Pasquale      11-21-90 6-3, 210 
     Chris Carrozzi    3-03-90 6-3, 185 
     Jason Kasdorf    5-18-92 6-4, 179
 Connor Hellebuyck   5-19-93 6-4, 185
 Jamie Phillips    3-24-93 6-1, 170

WINNIPEG JETS COACH: Wade Flaherty

Pavelec has a juicy contract to uphold and he’s coming off a rough go in 
Europe during the lockout, so the pressure is on. I still think he’s on the 
cusp of being labeled as a truly elite goalie, but he has to display way more 
consistency. In a condensed schedule, maybe he can stayed focused a 
little more. Either way, I suspect he’ll play around 34 games, with Montoya 
soaking up the rest. Keep in mind that Dekanich might get a chance to play 
a few games if Al is rusty in training camp. Pasquale has had some really 
strong games in St. John’s lately, and Carrozzi was recalled to the AHL on 
Tuesday, Jan. 8th. Kasdorf, Hellebuyck, and Phillips are long-term projects.

ALTERATION MARKS LEGEND
SURGING: Monthly performances well above average. Fast-rising 
momentum in the areas of skill, potential, opportunity and statistics.

RISING: Monthly performances that reflect moderate progress. This 
includes improved momentum and stats from the previous month.

STEADY: Monthly performances consistent with the previous month, 
or an overall steady progress, despite slightly lower or higher stats.

FALLING: Monthly performances well below average. This includes 
a losing record, low save percentage or a severe lack of consistency.

CRASHING: A monthly performance in which the goaltender lost the 
role with their team, or damaged their reputation due to very poor play.

CLOSE EYE: This goalie is worth watching very closely because his 
long-term value could skyrocket at any moment due to deceptive skill.

INJURED: Goaltenders that were injured for at least half of the month.

COLORS: Red marks indicate a change. Black indicates no change.
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A     NASHVILLE
A     LOS ANGELES
A     ANAHEIM
A-    BOSTON
A-    SAN JOSE
B+   MINNESOTA
B+   DALLAS
B     TAMPA BAY
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B     PHOENIX
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B-    WASHINGTON
C+   NY ISLANDERS
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*UNDERSTANDING TEAM GRADES*

Alteration Marks enhance our NHL Depth Charts by reflecting a goaltender’s progress during the previous month. Progress is defined as a goaltender’s 
statistical on-ice performance, as well as their ability to alter their overall reputation, upside and value, as perceived by scouts and goalie analysts.

Team grades reflect the overall value of an NHL organization’s depth chart, from 
top to bottom. It includes (but is not limited to) elements such as overall goaltending 
talent, overall depth, the strength of a team’s goalie coaching, the systematic 
approach to developing goalie prospects, and drafting and/or scouting prowess.
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Everyone’s buzzing now that the lockout has come to an end, so with camps 
opening up on Sunday and Monday (January 13-14), I wanted to post an 
updated version of the NHL Depth Charts before they begin. 
  The workload splits I’ve projected below come before the schedule was re-
leased, so I’ll post some sort of revised workload split after I have a chance 
to dissect the schedule and figure out each team’s back-to-back schedule. 
  There will most certainly be some updating to this before the 19th, but for 
now, enjoy some of my thoughts and revised grades on team goaltending 
development. We all know Roberto Luongo will likely end up on Toronto, 
but what will Calgary and Carolina do at the backup position? Could Chi-
cago look to upgrade their talent in net before the season starts? And what 
should we make of Florida’s veteran tandem? There are way more ques-
tions than answers right now, but the cards will be shown soon enough!  JANUARY 21, 2013

NHL DEPTH

TEAM GRADES
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